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1. Welcome  

Welcome to the A Level Computer Science course. This course is a great choice for students 

with a genuine interest in Computer Science who are looking for a challenge! There are many 

areas of Computer Science including  

• Coding 

• Networking 

• Managing a project team 

• Understanding what is happening inside your computer 

And you will cover content from all these areas in the course. 

The course is assessed through two exams and a project. The first exam focuses mainly on 

theory with the second having more of an emphasis on writing algorithms and computational 

thinking.  

Name of Unit How it is assessed Percentage of 

Qualification 

Computer Systems Written Exam (2 hr 30 mins) – 140 

marks 

40% 

Algorithms and programming Written Exam (2 hr 30 mins) – 140 

marks 

40% 

Programming project  Non exam assessment – 70 marks 20% 

 

A link to the specification can be found here: 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170844-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-computer-science-

h446.pdf 

The important thing to start the course is that you have a basic understanding of coding and the key 

areas of the GCSE Specification including 

• Purpose of the CPU 

• How computers store data 

• How computers area networked and the benefits of doing this. 

• Be able to select hardware and software for a range of scenarios. 

• Understand key legislation related to Computer Science 

 

 

2. Getting Started 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170844-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-computer-science-h446.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170844-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-computer-science-h446.pdf


Before starting your A Level course we want to make sure you can code. You do not need to 

be amazing but it is really helpful if you can code to a good GCSE level. Therefore this is 

where we will focus. Where possible throughout the A Level course we will code in lessons 

to help us understand more complex new knowledge. Therefore to be able to do this, we need 

a good platform to build on. 

During the course we will develop your ability to code and enable you to build applications 

with a graphical user interface that also connect to databases. 

Look at the following key coding concepts. For each rate next to it your levels of confidence. 

10 being very confident down to 1. 

Programming 

Technique 

Explanation How 

confident 

are you in 

this? 

Input and output Being able to gather input from the user and cast 

this to different data types. 

Being able to output data to the screen. This 

should include combining text and outputting the 

values stored in variables 

 

Using variables and 

constants 

Being able to store values in variables, overwrite 

these values and recall these values. 

 

Mathematical 

operators 

The ability to use /,*,-,+, MOD (% in python) and 

DIV (// in python) to perform a range of 

mathematical calculations. 

You should be able to increase/decrease the value 

stored in a variable e.g. how to increase a score by 

10 or reduce a number stored in a variable by 1 

 

String manipulation Can you use a range of methods on a string to for 

example, select a sub set of the string, find only 

the character at a certain position in the string, 

split a string up by a certain character etc. This is a 

very useful and overlooked technique 

 

If statements Being able to use If statements to take different 

paths through code. This should include the use of 

IF, ELIF and ELSE. At A Level we are also 

looking to see that you can use them efficiently. 

 

Loops Can you use a While loop and a For loop to 

iteration through code. Do you know the 

difference between conditional and count 

controlled loops and can you design suitable 

conditions that show when to enter the loop or not.  

 

Nested loops and if 

statements 

A nested loop is where you have a loop inside a 

loop and a nested If statement is where you have 

an if statement inside another. You need to be 

very careful with your indentation here but you 

should be able to combine multiple loops and if 

statements with each other 

 



Arrays to 1D In Python we do not use arrays but use lists. These 

are similar but do have differences that will be 

explained early in the course. Can you store data 

in a list and access the data at different positions 

in the list. Can you loop through the items in a 

list? Can you overwrite the values stored at certain 

positions in a list. There are a number of methods 

that can be used with a list and you should be 

familiar with these.  

 

 

3. Next Steps 

Starting now with the main areas of weakness identified in the last task you should start to 

read and gather knowledge about your weakest areas. You can do this in a number of ways 

1: This link takes you to a text book and some helpful sheets which have a lot of support on 

the different techniques taught above 

https://jhnhertsschuk-

my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/flaink_jhn_herts_sch_uk/En3a_LJ6liRJimHm_w4SjDwBV

w0847xmahaRPYJNvJW6bg?e=CsTbKl 

2: This is a very good YouTube channel. Some of the videos are a little slow but if you need 

a recap then you can skip through some of the explanation. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/johnphilipjones 

3: I will be creating a series of videos whilst school is closed. These will be similar to the you 

tube but maybe more to the point. These can be access here. 

 

 

4. Building Skills 

The important thing is to work on your ability to write algorithms and code. Therefore I would like 

you to complete a series of programming tasks to prepare for A Level. 

You may not need to complete all of these tasks but should make sure you complete enough so that 

you are confident in all areas that are covered by the tasks set e.g. 

• Using variables, input/output, maths operators 

• Use of if statements 

• Use of while loops 

• Use of for loops 

• Use of procedures and functions 

• String manipulation 

• Use of lists 

To access the tasks you should go to 

https://repl.it/ 

https://jhnhertsschuk-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/flaink_jhn_herts_sch_uk/En3a_LJ6liRJimHm_w4SjDwBVw0847xmahaRPYJNvJW6bg?e=CsTbKl
https://jhnhertsschuk-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/flaink_jhn_herts_sch_uk/En3a_LJ6liRJimHm_w4SjDwBVw0847xmahaRPYJNvJW6bg?e=CsTbKl
https://jhnhertsschuk-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/flaink_jhn_herts_sch_uk/En3a_LJ6liRJimHm_w4SjDwBVw0847xmahaRPYJNvJW6bg?e=CsTbKl
https://www.youtube.com/user/johnphilipjones
https://repl.it/


And enter the following code 

iOJgRL8 

If there are any problems then please e mail Mr Flain and I will help 

 

5. A-Level/BTEC/CTEC-Ready  

There have been lots of tasks in the work I have set already. If you are able to do them then as 

far as coding goes you are ready for the course! 

 

6. Extension Tasks 

In addition to coding you also need to make sure that you have an understanding of what is 

going on in the world around you. You can do this in a couple of ways. 

1: Sign up to twitter and follow @jhncomputing I will use this to post news stories that I find. 

You should read these to help you keep up to date of what is going on in the world of 

Computer Science. 

2: You should watch BBC click on the BBC News channel each week. This often shows off 

new technology and discusses how it helps people.  

 

https://repl.it/classroom/invite/iOJgRL8

